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“In nature, chaos leads to order, order leads to chaos,  
again and forever in this way, and at all scales,  

infinite and infinitesimal.”  
 

Foster Dill Norte 
UNIVERSAL, 2066 
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Minerva Sotiras - 

monitor for signs of depression, cleithrophobia, and full-
blown eye-twitch spacewack.

Pointing downward from low orbit, a scope 

provides a bird’s-eye view of a gently sloped 

hill, its surface blanketed with deep blue 

foliage half-lit by a setting sun. A tranquil 

scene.  

The scope zooms out, revealing the blue hill 

is the last of its kind. The surrounding area is 



blackened by fire, dense smoke billows 

westward, and orange flames rapidly 

converge on the lone blue circle. A scene of 

destruction and potentially imminent 

extinction.  

The scope zooms back in, beyond the bird’s-

eye view, to a microscopic level, exposing a 

deadly toxin hidden in the lovely blue flowers’ 

pollen. Pulling out again, this time to a few 

miles overhead, a group of intelligent beings 

is revealed to the east, torches at their feet 

as they stand upwind, watching the last of 

the deadly blue flowers blow away as distant 

smoke. A scene of survival, of controlling 

one’s destiny, of tragedy aversion. 

Focus shifts west, to another people, dead 

and dying from the poisonous smoke 

unleashed by their enemies. A war scene. 

And finally, zooming out once more, out 

beyond even the scope, a vast planet is seen 

teeming with life, two moons circling, along 

with a looming space station full of scientists 

from a distant solar system. A scene of 

learning—of discovery. 

Scale. This is what Foster Dill Norte referred 

to when he coined the term scientific depth-

of-field. What we now call simply dof. As a 

mental footnote, you may wish to commit 

one of my favorite FDN quotes to memory: 

“Context is everything, context can be 

nothing, scale is infinite.” 





ALERTS: Group - 5 MIN 

4:59, 4:58,

DISMISS

MINNIE: Yay group. Let the healing begin. 

AETHER: See you in a few. 







 

ALERTS:  MIN1311 – 1m PROXIMITY – IL  



JOHN:  Is MIN1311 taken care of? 

Yes, it is.





*  *  * 
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VOICE

PABLO: That housing still bothering you? 

JOHN: Often enough to make me cut in line like a 

jerk. But anytime in the next week is fine, 

really. 



PABLO: We’ll do it tomorrow. My first open slot. 

You will be the guinea pig. I just read the 

upgrades are 2 generations newer! 

JOHN: Whatever works…Thanks! 

*  *  * 



ALERTS: Wireless unavailable. 

AETHER: Minnie, we are in full exigency. Go to 

Wheel A and your assigned EV. I’ll see you 

on the surface. I love you. 

MINNIE: What happened?! 

AETHER: Supply pod impact, hull breach, fire’s out 

but envr + cooling are inop. We have 8 

mins. 

MINNIE: Backups? BH? 

AETHER: Minerva, go to your EV NOW. 



MINNIE: BH intact. Escape duct breached but 

passable. 

AETHER: 3 mins Minerva. 

MINNIE: Why EVs?! This is not protocol!  

AETHER: Listen in 10 seconds. Sound of EV 

containing Qin and ME. 







MINNIE: Our trajectory is screwed. Other EVs 

launched into space. 

JOHN: I know. 

MINNIE: If you knew then why didn’t you launch 

manual?  

JOHN: I know now. Not when I activated. 

MINNIE: Well, we’re heading for entry, but no way 

we’re on course. 

JOHN: The station just went up. It’s gone. 

JOHN: We are definitely entering the atmosphere. 

MINNIE: Do you know if Aether’s EV launched on 

mark? 

MINNIE: John? Please answer. 



JOHN: I don’t know. 

JOHN: I don’t think so. 



MINNIE: We’re def not on course. 

JOHN: I know. I just finished calculations. It’s not 

good. 

MINNIE: You have an LZ? 

JOHN: Yes. And we’re touching down in 10 … 9 

… 8 … 




